
 

   Five times in Matthew Jesus rebukes the disciples for 
having “little” faith: 

 Mt 8:23-27 F__________ sees the ____________; faith 
 _____________ the ____________ 

 Mt 14:28-32 Fear sees _______________; faith sees 
 ________________ 

 Mt 16:5-11 Fear focuses upon what we do ________ 
 ___________; faith sees what we _______ 
 ___________ 

 
  A. We understand that our __________ is _____________  
 Gen 18:14; Jer 32:17 
 There was no _______________ He could not ____________ 
 There was no _______________ He could not __________ _________ 
 There was no ___________ He could not _________________ 
 
 1. God wants you and I to have a BIG FAITH 
  - 2 Pet 3:18; Eph 4:14-15; 6:11, 13; 1 Cor 16:13 
 
 2. Mt 8:5-10 The Centurion had ____________ ____________ 
 3. Mt 15:21-28 The Gentile mother had ___________ ______________ 
 
  B. Three Facets of Big Faith 
 1. Turn the _____________ over to ________________ (Lk 9:23) 
  Gal 2:20 It is no longer ______ who ___________ 
 
 2. Develop a Christ-_______________ _______________ 
  Satan cannot destroy the ________________ (Mt 16:18) 
  Satan cannot _______________ more than you can ____________ (1 Cor 10:13) 
  Satan _____________ when you put up a ____________ (Jas 4:7) 
  Satan’s _______________ can be __________________ (Eph 6:11) 
 
 3. Become kingdom ________________ (Acts 2:42-44) 
  (a) how you see _________________ (Rom 12:10; Phil 2:3) 
   - is your faith BIG enough to ______________ 
 
  (b) how you ________________ others (1 Cor 8:13) 
   - is your faith BIG enough to say, “for you, I will ________ 
    __________” 
 
  (c) how well you get ______________ with __________________ 
    (Eph 5:22; Rom 15:1; Gal 3:27-29) 
   - is your faith Big enough to be a _________ ___________ 
    and sit ______________ _________________ 

A little faith is easily _____________ over by f___________, 

 w_____________, d_____________ and 

 t___________________ 

A little faith is just _____________ to get one to the ___________ 

 _____________ but not enough to make any real 

 ______________ 

A little faith ______________ one that he is ____________ but he  

 doesn’t have enough conviction to ______________ the 


